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Abstract— This research focuses on the impact of technology in 

the real estate industry. A major real estate firm located in New 

York City is seeking to develop a product that would increase the 

broker workflow in their company. The goal is to create ways for 

a broker to work more efficiently; this includes having ways to 

communicate effectively among everyone in the firm, having 

access to relevant information, managing their contacts, managing 

their deals, canvasing the market, etc. It is necessary to understand 

what brokers need and how their needs can transform into a 

valuable product. The product in turn would make their work 

more efficient. It is crucial to understand what products are 

already utilized and what features they favor on Actovia, Property 

Shark, and Reonomy. Data is essential to a broker especially the 

accuracy and speed of it. The process of trying to development the 

best product with the necessary features to meet their specific 

needs was the challenges faced. There are two opposing views, the 

developers and the upper management. The developers conducted 

interviews among several brokers and analysts to gain knowledge 

on what a broker does and the information they need to 

successfully manage deals. The questions were worded so that each 

individual was able to provide detail on their work habits. The 

alternate product vision came from the upper management, they 

had their own vision how it should be. Ultimately, everything 

begins with the brokers; they are the primary focus and main 

users. To create a product there are several aspects that need to be 

covered such as, understanding the goal of the product, knowing 

who the product is for, designing the feature set, and design vision. 

The conflicting views on how this product should be created to 

produce maximum benefit ultimately starts the discussion as to 

how technology is impacting the way work is done. Technology is 

revolutionizing the real estate industry. In this case the process of 

trying to find a product and the challenges of having two different 

views is explored. 

Index Terms— Brokerage, Broker Workflow, Communication, 

Data, Product Development, Real Estate, Relationships 
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I. BACKGROUND 

rokers need access accurate information to work 

efficiently and close deals. A major real estate firm 

located in New York City is seeking to develop a product 

that would increase the broker workflow in their company. 

The product underdevelopment is expected to increase the  

 

efficiency of work done in their organization. It was brought 

to their attention that the way work is done needs to be better 

organized throughout their company. Brokers in the firm use a 

variety of different products such as Actovia, Property Shark, 

and Reonomy to access specific data on a property or its 

owner. The idea is to create a product so that their employees 

could have everything they need on one platform that would 

enable them to have quick access to accurate data and have the 

necessary information to close a deal. Each side agreed on 

what information needed to be presented, however the main 

difference is the way data would be represented. The alternate 

views will be explored.  

II. INTRODUCTION 

 The purpose of developing a product for the brokers in this 

firm is to give them the necessary components to work 

efficiently. Working efficiently is defined as having the ability 

for one broker to communicate among everyone in the firm 

and their neighborhood zoned team, manage their contacts, 

handle their deals, canvas the market, complete valuable 

underwriting, etc. On the developers’ side the objective was to 

create a system to represent data in such a way that the broker 

would be able to query it, build from it, create access control, 

and build up their knowledge. Identifying what needed to be 

represented on this system was uncovered through many 

interviews with analysts and brokers within the firm, which 

will be discussed. They spoke in depth about what their job 

entails, the information they require, any problems they face 
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currently, and what they would like this system to do. After 

collecting all of this data from the product’s future users, it 

was then time to understand the exact features that needed to 

be implemented. This describes an integrated system where 

each feature has a dependent relationship; they rely on one 

another. The objective was to build an MVP, Minimum Viable 

Product, of the product. The alternate view pictured each 

feature to be isolated which means that each feature would be 

implemented at the highest degree of functionality. This firm 

is in the process of creating a product that would greatly 

improve the workflow in this business, ultimately proving that 

technology is dramatically revolutionizing the way real estate 

is done. Time is money to an agent, therefore providing them 

with accurate and organized data will be beneficial to the 

growth of the company [1]. 

A. Abbreviations and Acronyms 

KPI. Key Performance Indicators, are the metrics used to 

measure the product’s success. MVP, Minimum Viable 

Product, is defined as the minimum version of the product that 

provides the necessary requirements and allows for the 

collection of valuable customer feedback [2].  

III. LITERATURE 

 Real Estate is an information business where transactions 

depend on the flow of data between buyers and sellers. It is 

crucial to have accurate data and to acquire that data at a fast 

rate in order to thrive in this industry. Ultimately the 

brokerage with the best data makes the most money. The use 

of technology in this field will help the accuracy and retrieval 

of information. Although real estate is considered to be a 

relationship business it is highly dependent on information. 

Real estate depends on information; there is a flow of data 

between the parties. It is necessary to provide brokers with the 

tools that they need to effectively do their work and obtain 

data that they need. In the years to come, it is predicted that 

the fast retrieval of data, along with its accuracy will transform 

the real estate industry [3]. 

 According to Solomont, brokers need to have access to the 

information they need so that they can thrive in the workforce. 

It is crucial to provide the broker with tools to effectively do 

their job. The purpose of the tools is to have the brokers close 

deals quicker and compete with the competition. The tools 

will give them access to the accurate data. “Time is money to 

agent.” It is essential to get the data at a fast rate so a deal is 

not passed up. Deciding whether to build or buy a technology 

platform is the question to ask. Developing a product within 

the firm allows the flexibility to be able to customize the 

product to the needs of the brokers within the firm. On the 

other hand, using software from a third party may leave the 

product lacking in features that they desired [1]. 

 In order to develop a product it is important to identify the 

specific features that need to be present in the system. It is 

crucial to make sure that the features reflect the business goal 

of the organization while at the same time not having a big 

impact on the budget. Creating an MVP is essential so that the 

product would be able to be in production so that the users can 

provide invaluable feedback. Feedback gives the flexibility to 

change the product in the beginning stages so that there is not 

a big loss. It is then critical to understand the KPI’s of the 

product. How is success going to be measured? Creating a 

feature set is crucial for the product development; list the 

features, cost for implementation, KPI, etc. [2].  

 A product feature set helps to educate others on the product 

vision. The next important factor is to understand the design 

vision and the business vision. It is then necessary to define 

the information architecture and the technical architecture. All 

of the steps will help identify the product and how it needs to 

be implemented. All of the steps will need to be done in order 

to clearly achieve a vision that is as specific as possible. Being 

specific regarding a product feature set will leave less room 

for errors [4]. 

 Brokers use the Internet strategically so that they can 

acquire the information they need to close a deal. The Internet 

is used as a marketing and communications tool. The use of 

the Internet has a positive effect on the amount of agent 

productivity and income. Therefore having the access to data 

quickly allows the broker to provide their client with the 

necessary information they need to close a deal – in that sense 

the broker would become a knowledge advisor to the client. 

Overall this will allow the brokerage as a whole to benefit.  

[5]. 

IV. FOCUS OF STUDY 

 The primary focus is to evaluate the opposing views on how 

information should be presented to the broker. On the 

developers side the concern is how to represent the data which 

was a crucial point. The idea is for the broker to have a 

cohesive understanding of the data that would be presented to 

them. The level of sophistication with how the data would be 

presented in this system allows the data points to interact with 

one another thereby building up the broker’s knowledge and 

understanding of the information.  The management’s view 

proclaimed that all of the necessary features should be 

presented by using apps rather than as one system. Each app 

would be individually managed, therefore creating separate 

entities. It would be presented as clicking a particular feature 

and receiving that associated piece of data. Their viewpoint 

was to have each app functioning at the highest level of 

implementation instead of having one cohesive system which 

is what is proposed on the developers’ side. The idea of data 

representation was absent from the management’s proposal.   

The objective on the developers’ side was to give meaning to 

the information in the system so that there would be ways to 

query it, build from it, create access control, and increase the 

user’s knowledge base. Increasing the knowledge of the user 

allows them to become trusted advisors to clients.  The idea 

was to give brokers the necessary features that can allow them 

to work efficiently. It was crucial to understand what 

information a broker needs to successfully handle a deal and 

canvas the market.  

V. METHODOLOGIES  

 The developers believed they need to participate in 

interviews in order to understand what needed to be built for 

the system’s future users: the brokers. The interviews were 

conducted with brokers and analysts to understand the 

immediate needs of the users. They explained their work 
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habits and current workflow. Each interviewee was aware 

what the objective was - to create a product for them to use 

that had the necessary components they needed to effectively 

become a better broker. Some questions asked were: 

 

 What problems do you have communicating with 

others? 

 How do you know if a property is being negotiated? 

 What do you wish the system could do for you? 

 What type of product/application should be created to 

stand out from the competition?   

 The data received by the brokers was invaluable. The 

purpose of the interviews was to create a unified 

understanding of what the brokers need. Conducting 

interviews was very useful for helping the developers 

understand what a broker does. Interview responses include: 

 

 Having the ability to communicate about the status of 

a deal 

 Reminders to call contacts and view the history of 

interaction with contact 

 A way to find accurate owner information  

 View a map and have a way to color code it 

 Querying deals 

 Method to organize contacts 

 List the required information to provide satisfactory 

underwriting 

 Not canvasing the same property as someone else 

 Not calling the same owner as someone else 

 Keep track of communication  

 Having the necessary information to be a 

knowledgeable advisor to the client 

 

 Listed above are some concepts that resonated in most 

interviews. The brokers had an idea of what they would like 

the system to do based on their current work habits. After 

conducting the interviews it was necessary to translate the 

responses into succinct user stories. The sentences started with 

the specific user in the firm. Although this product is geared to 

brokers there are also analysts and team leaders.  The user 

stories painted a clear picture of their needs. Each need started 

the framework for each feature because ultimately each need 

would be filled by its corresponding feature.  

 

 

 
 
Fig. 1. Represents user stories from the perspective of brokers, analysts, and 
team leaders in the firm.  

 

Such concerns how time consuming it is to find the contact 

information for an owner of a property, being aware of owners 

already contacted, and managing deals in progress were 

repetitive challenges faced.  

 The alternate side, the management, proposed a product 

vision. The idea was to understand the competition and simply 

be better than them. The ideal situation is to cut down 

subscription costs from the sites that the brokers use: Actovia, 

Property Shark, and Reonomy. Secondly, being able to pick 

out undervalued properties and know when neighborhoods are 

increasing in value. Thirdly, understanding the top players in 

the market and having the right means to choose investment 

partners.  

 Both approaches came from two different specializations 

one being more technical and the other having a greater 

concern with the projection of the business as a whole. Again, 

both arguments conceptually viewed the product to help 

improve the broker workflow; however the framework of the 

product clashed.  

 

 
 
Fig. 2. Technical research and development. Conceptualization of how the 

data would be associated with different features thereby allowing the ability to 
query, build on it, and create an influx of knowledge and understanding the 

data.  
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VI. DISCUSSION 

 After processing the data from the interviews it was 

essential for the developers to identify what features addressed 

the needs of the brokers. The product would address 

underwriting, which is what brokers do to describe a particular 

property, contact management, deal management, owner 

search, canvasing, and virtual office which are the necessary 

documents and links they need such as Google Docs. They 

desire an organizational tool that will help make their work 

more efficient. This tool would help them keep track of who 

they called. An interesting feature would be to measure the 

quality of that conversation which could be represented in 

binary. Another feature that was commonly explained in most 

interviews was the desire to have a map that would identify 

who and what property they called. With the map they would 

have the ability to color code based on their own personal 

preferences. The deal management feature will keep track of 

the deals in progress, track who has control over the deal, and 

notify the broker when there seems to be a lack of 

communication between themselves and the client. Another 

component of the deal management feature would allow the 

brokers to be notified when the deal will expire. The 

description of this product represents an integrated system 

such that the data would be represented in the system so that 

the user has the ability to query it, build from it, and create 

access control while understanding the data from a user’s 

perspective. Data would interact with one another.  

 The next step was to create an MVP feature set which 

includes the name of the feature, the cost to implement the 

future, the KPI, etc. The function of this is to understand the 

feature, how much it would cost to implement it, and how 

would the success of the feature be measured.  

 The management understood that the vital feature was the 

owner search function; the ability to find the owner and have 

the necessary contact information was critical.  The features 

associated with underwriting, contact management, deal 

management, owner search, canvasing, and virtual office 

ideally would be implemented in individual applications. 

Clicking on one button would specifically deal with one 

feature and clicking on another button would handle another 

feature. All in all the data provided by each app would not 

allow for any querying of data or allow the data it provided to 

interact with other apps. The data would provide an informal 

description; effectively simple text that would have to be 

interpreted by the user, and which could not be effectively 

used to obtain results from another app. This view 

conceptualizes the product to have all of its features in 

isolation.  

 Ultimately the product’s implementation could come in one 

of two forms: insolation or integration. Two different thought 

processes; two different ways to have the data represented. As 

for the technical aspect on the developer side it was necessary 

to envision a product where the data would be dependent on 

one another contrasting the business vision from the 

management that focused on the growth of the company rather 

than the usability and functionality of the data. 

 

A. The Layout 

 Both visions require a different product layout. One 

envisions a system where the data would be presented in a 

way that it could be manipulated and thereby integrated with 

other apps, while the other uses isolated apps.  In the 

integrated system the framework of the system would allow 

the user the ability to query data obtained from multiple 

sources and platforms, and manipulate it as if it were from one 

source. 

  

 
 

Fig. 3. Shows a basic sketch of what one page would look like. The user 

would have the ability to sort/ filter.  
 

 

 For example, if a user wanted to update the contact 

information, the user has the ability to do that as well as add 

comments, add attachments, etc.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4.  Shows a contact. This would give the user the ability to query by 

contact as well as customize each person with specific comments, add certain 
attributes to their name, upload certain documents, etc.  

 

 Based on the interviews users of this product would like to 

use a map that would track the locations canvassed or 

currently in progress. The map would allow the user the ability 

to color code specific lots on the lot map. To identify each lot 

the user can specifically assign a color to a lot and in the 

corresponding panel it would create a key. When the user 

would highlight a specific portion on the list it would also 

highlight the specific plot on the map.   
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Fig. 5. Shows what the lot map would look like. Highlighting a section on the 
list would highlight the corresponding lot on the map.  

 

 Ultimately the integrated system would provide the user 

with ways to manipulate the data, query it, and gain a vast 

amount of knowledge about the data. The system would 

require the data to be dependent of one another because the 

data would be linked.  

 

 

 
 
Fig. 6.  Shows how a user would be able to link a property with a contact. This 
symbolizes the way data would be integrated and linked across the system all 

in all providing more knowledge to the user.  

 
 

 In the management’s view of the system they envision apps 

that would be specific to one feature. Therefore clicking on 

one app would be specifically designed for owner search, 

another for contact management, etc. Each app would be 

separate from the other. One data point would not affect the 

other application, this is opposite from the developers’ view 

point that data should be linked. 

 

 
 
Fig. 7. This is a prototype of what the product would look like. Every block 

represents a different feature that the user could click on such as property 

overview, owner discovery, etc.   

 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 8. Here are more apps that the user will be able to use.  

 

B. Overview of Feature Functionality 

 An integrated system versus an isolated system means the 

data would be presented differently. In an integrated system it 

is crucial that the data is presented in the system so further 

work can be done to it. On the other hand the isolated system 

requires that each needed feature would be done as apps which 

would provide an informal description of the data. This would 

provide a high degree of implementation in every feature 

instead of a cohesive system, which could be sophisticated 

data retrieval.  

 

 
 
Fig.8. Shows what would happen when the user would click one application. 

In this case the user clicked on Property Overview.  
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C. Lessons Learned  

 Each of the ideas proposed by each sector provided 

different means of getting to the end goal of having the user 

work efficiently and giving the brokers the necessary 

information they need to effectively close a deal. One way 

prompted the data to be manipulated while the other made the 

data for the face value. The developers wanted the data to 

have more than a face value; they wanted the user to become 

more knowledgeable. The management wanted each feature to 

be implemented to its highest degree of functionality. Ranking 

the lowest level of implementation to the highest level made it 

easier to understand the degree of complexity each feature 

needs.   

 Since there are two views with different strategies it is 

crucial to understand the cost of implementation. Given the 

resources at the small firm the ability to create at this caliber is 

lacking. The much needed resources to implement either idea 

are lacking. The implementation of creating a product with the 

resources available is not feasible.  

 The management envisioned the product to cut subscription 

costs to outside services, to be able to project where a property 

is undervalued and know where neighborhoods are increasing 

in value, and to have the necessary information to choose the 

best investment partners. The further goal is to anticipate 

changes in the market. Both approaches, developers’ and 

management’s would help the broker become more efficient 

and work more effectively, however the greatest difference is 

how the data would be presented and integrated in the system. 

  

VII. CONCLUSION  

 Two ideas of how to implement a product in this small firm 

to give brokers the tools to work effectively and efficiently 

was the main focus in this research. Both require different 

representations of the data. The developer’s primary focus was 

to give the users the ability to query, build from the data, 

create access control, and while ultimately building 

knowledge. The alternate view, from the upper management, 

they did not envision the same data representation. They 

desired an independent function system with independent 

apps.  

 Given the resources at the small firm, the eventual degree of 

implementation is not known. A business plan is being 

developed to pitch the idea to investors in order to obtain the 

funding for developers. Overall, this real estate firm in New 

York City sets an example for what technology can do to 

make a broker work efficiently and effectively. This case 

study exemplifies the challenges that are faced when 

developing a product to meet the needs of the users.  
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